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I’ve been wanting to write about this particular day (and night) for the last one hundred and fifty
eight days. It happened on March 3rd, 2020, less than one week before COVID-19 erupted and
transformed the United States into the splintered reality of today - shutting down businesses,
schools, and of course, concert venues. I journaled about the day (and night) longhand
immediately after, and sketched a bit too. Simply splattering some images and text on social
media was not going to justify arguably the best day (and night) ever. Eventually, days would
turn to weeks, weeks to months, and so much would be happening on both macro and micro
scales that I would decide to turn into the writing itself, use the medium as a visual, the
pictorial as a language, and create these Summer Vignettes as both means to, and an end. I
had intended to release this vignette in celebration of his birthday on June 7th, 2020. Instead,
with blistered brain, I sent a text of gratitude to their newly released direct line -

“I am somehow, and I think divinely, very sick and will be hospitalized today, but am in the U.S.
so it’ll still be your birthday here. I was diagnosed with manic depression on Valentine’s Day in
2015, and wouldn’t learn who you and Joe and Ed and Drew were until the spring of 2017,
hearing some catchy song about pineapples come on through YouTube while working in the
MFA studios. My life became better and remains better for it. I hope you have a wonderful
birthday, and I’ll join you in the 31-yr-old club in August. Thank you for understanding what
mental illness is and does to people, and making your art say it all so we can rest and listen.”

This particular vignette is going to tell you all about The Night Dave Bayley Lent Me His Jacket.
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In the latter part of 2019, I knew I wanted to sign up for a ceramics class at the Cultural Arts
Center. I hadn’t been able to work with clay in a long time, and was eager to try it out again. In
January of 2020, I dove into an advanced class, as it was the only time that worked with my
schedule working there, as well as teaching at CCAD. My classmates average age was around
68-80+, were hysterical, insightful, and fascinating to listen to in all the craziness that was
going on in the world pre-Covid. Remember that? Yeah, me neither.
Brand new singles “Tokyo Drifting” and “Your Love (Deja Vu)” had both been released in the
past couple of months, and I’d had them on repeat since, listening while struggling to make a
cylinder pull up evenly on the wheel.

I was so envious Australia, parts of Asia, and parts of Europe were getting small venue tours
that had the musicians so close to the audience. The tour was purposefully re-visiting all the
small venues they’d originally played before when just starting out - a thank you to the fans and
reminder of how fast things can change. Joe (the drummer) had been in a horrible accident two
years prior involving a truck hitting him while bicycling. Injuries were severe enough to the point
of many not knowing whether speaking and walking, let alone drumming, would ever be
possible again…(ask me sometime about the morning after feeling the reality of this news hit biting into a still partially frozen breakfast burrito, and immediately crying…it is not the first time
bad breakfast has made me weep). In early February, a teasing announcement was coming
soon, followed up by dates and locations of where they’d be coming to the U.S. released.

¡∞!•¡∞!¡∞!•¡∞!¡∞!•¡∞!
In order to snag the tickets to the show in Chicago, I knew I would need to be on my phone in
a mad dash to snag them in time. It would happen to be during the same time as my ceramics
class, and I remember looking up at the clock every single minute, even though I had a ten
minute warning alarm primed and ready to go. The Friday morning of ticket releases, in an
unbelievable moment of fruitfulness too good to be anything but fate, another student pulls a
dragonfruit from her bag, talking about how she’d never seen anything like it before and bought
it at the grocery store earlier that week. My jaw was of course on the ground, and I
documented everything:
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The time came to run upstairs to the lobby and wait for the clock to strike…“2 minutes
remaining….1 minute remaining…seconds remaining…” BAM!! Everything blanked out around
me in white hot concentration, and I’ve never been more grateful to have so much information
autosaved with a cloud-accessed password, delivered through the print of my thumb. I barely
made it out, but gloriously managed to secure ONE ticket.
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And then, as if the surreal and blissful and magical day couldn’t get any better, this happened:
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Only a few short weeks later, I’d be in my sketchbook, writing the devoted entry title of “holy
shit, I met GLASS ANIMALS and I have to write everything down before I forget even though I
never could.” There’s a little pineapple doodle with some clouds in the top left corner, and a
postcard advertisement for Takito Street Tacos on the bottom right. In the day that followed the
concert, my sister asked me what my favorite part was, and I explained knowing from the start
it was going to be such a good day. The weather was stupid perfect - sunny, cool but warm in
the sun, breezy but not too windy - a rarity in the very early days of spring in Chicago. I thought
of it all as a brisker version of 9/30/2017, the first time I ever saw them in concert, where the
weather had been stupid perfect too. The morning of 3/3/2020, I got dressed in a balanced,
winter-shifting-to-spring hipster fresh outfit of leggings and t-shirt, pineapple silkscreened
button up with grandpa socks and boots, and the ubiquitous Brown Sweater that had
accompanied me to said concert three years prior, tied around my waist.

I walked from my sister’s apartment to the venue, and
got there sometime around 1PM. Upon arrival, I
snapped several photos of the venue from across the
street. My left peripheral noticed the presence of of a
giant, windows-covered tour bus, and I knew
immediately it was theirs.

The bus was parked right outside the Takito Street
Tacos restaurant. Eventually, while we waited in line,
numb butts on cold concrete sidewalk, the owner
would come over and give us freshly
made tortilla chips, inquiring as to
who was playing. <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3

As the numb-with-cold-butts theme continued,
mama realized she needed a snack and a drank,
but it needed to be fast. I was so close to the front
of the line, the anxiety was intoxicating. I walked a
few paces down the street to an order-at-thecounter style restaurant, complete with an
enormous draft beer list. I went with the onion
rings, and whichever keg I ordered from ended up
blowing, so I got to get a partial and another for
free! This DAY, lort this day….
I continued my Harriet-the-Spy-level
documentation; so much delicious orangecomplimenting-blue to capture…

•¡∞!¡∞!•¡

After snarfing and knockin’ em’ back, I quickly made my way back over to the the line,
delighted to see I still had relatively the same spot to squat and wait. I realized the diehard fans
around me had been much smarter to pack essentials like blankets and water and Hot
Cheetos. With plenty of time to kill, I pulled out my sketchbook, learned the sweet girl next to
me on my left was named Lauren, and the two to my right were mom and daughter Jenny and
Maddie. We discovered we’d all been at the same Columbus, Ohio concert back in September
of 2017, having no idea till now. While making new friends, I drew everything around me:

Within about thirty minutes or so of this, there was suddenly some commotion to the right, and
my jaw dropped to the still-butt-numbing-ground harder than ever before: the band was
arriving…they were here, physically…right now…in real time!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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The next ten or so minutes of memory are too blurred with adrenaline to fully recall. I do
remember Joe and Drew snuck away into the venue, talking to Ed first, and asking him how he
liked Chicago. I was so awe struck by his magnificent height, and could listen to lilting English
accents all day long. All of a sudden, as if somehow sped up and slowed down at once, I was
talking with Dave just a few feet away in front of me. He informed me that I’d “just absolutely
smashed it with the color” of my lqqk that day, and I think I died six times over. Obviously there
was a lot of excitement and commotion with many people wanting to talk to them and get
pictures, so I remained humble and patient. It didn’t, however, stop me from snapping this
gorgeous sequence:

Dave squats down to retrieve hand sanitizer from his bag when this bizarre sounding new thing
called “corona virus” gets mentioned. He is also simultaneously right next to ¡BFunk’s! famous
Brown Sweater, therefore eternally blessing it.

With as much excitement and commotion upon arrival, they soon disappeared into the
building, and I plopped back down dumbfounded, awestruck, and more than happy to get
butt-numbing-cold once more.
Eventually, showtime finally came. I am planning to gather together all the concert images, both
September of 2017 and March of 2020, and compile them into some sort of zine(s). To tie you
over till then, here are a few from that night, where I too, got to get so close:

The concert itself was pure ¡ ∞ ! • ¡ ∞ ! ¡ ∞ ! • ¡ ∞ ! ¡ ∞ ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! . Standing among a group of
fellow GA fans is such a great feeling, and it’s one of the only times I have absolutely zero
qualms or self-esteem issues about my own magnificent height. They played a perfect mash of
older and newer songs, as well as a brand new song not yet released called “Heat Waves”. It,
along with “Youth” had me waterworks crying like crazy, and it was perfect.
At the very end, Dave did the famous pineapple-toss-into-the-crowd (as seen next to the drum
in the first photo), and I swear he was trying to get it to me. Alas, my damn fumbling childhood
basketball skills had it bounce-smack right oﬀ my hand, sailing somewhere behind me. It’s ok
though, because shared fruit is the best fruit.
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One by one they each came out - Ed, followed by Joe, then Drew, and once more, Dave. They
were all so nice to the fans, stopping to chat and sign things and take more photos. I got to
talk to all of them again individually, and tried to be cool as a cucumber even though I felt like a
big blob of giddy cheese. By the time I waited, patient and nervous, shyer than the first day of
preschool, Dave moved over to me and proclaimed “you have been here all day!” LOL, truth
fam, truth. We chatted some more, he asked if it was okay to take a picture of my Pineapple
Man (aka, him, with a pineapple for a head) GA tribute tattoo (I said of course) till suddenly he
inquired where my coat was - anyone who knows me knows I’m almost always ill prepared for
all weather. I want to be in shorts and a t-shirt the entire calendar year, no matter the location.
By this point, it was decently freezing, and I only had on the silkscreened pineapple button up.
My famous Brown Sweater was at the bar with my sister, where I’d left to ping pong back out
and meet all the boys. I don’t remember what I said in response, and it doesn’t even matter,
because like a scene from a 90s romcom, Dave took oﬀ his jacket and put it around me.

DAVE. TOOK. OFF. HIS. JACKET. AND. PUT. IT. AROUND. ME.
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So yes, needless to say, this was the best day (and night) EVER.

Thank you Glass Animals, for all that you do and all you continue to do. You and your music
have made such an integral impact on my life and who I am as a person, and will continue to
do so. I told people many times over that even if things couldn’t work out and you stopped at
two albums, you would still be my forever favorite. I’m so glad things led to the world being
blessed with a third, to which I’ll be listening to for the first time today (I worked a double
yesterday, wound up getting cut, but gottdamn I have to make this a RITUAL! bebe!) and will
be following and documenting the guidelines issued:

This concert had me floored that such a fantastic time could be had at a time of year I normally
loathe (late winter, complete with brutal February and dragging March). The teeny, tiny kernel of
thought crossed my mind…something’s gotta give…
One week later, that bizarre sounding thing called Coronavirus was a very real beast here to
stay. I’d managed to score tickets prior to Chicago to another small venue in Indianapolis
scheduled for June, and was so excited to have another performance to help alleviate the
post-show blues (they are VERY real!). I’d also managed to get a second ticket this time, and
planned to bring big sis along. They are still sitting idle, waiting in the purgatory of TBD, and I
will wait for forever if necessary.

Two quick funny stories for the blooper
reel…
1 - At one point, after the show had let
out, I ran into Ed coming down the street
the other way, one gallon of milk in hand.
I said something trying to be funny, and
my sister claims I started talking in a
British accent to which I vehemently
deny, but still LOL at…I mean, mirroring
is a thing! Now the phrase “ELLO
GOVNA!!” has become the incumbent
saying whenever Glass Animals comes
up in conversation since. Thanks big sis.
:) :)

2 - At another point, while still waiting in line for the
doors to open, the temperatures had noticeably
begun to drop as the sun went down. Lauren,
whom I’d met earlier, kindly oﬀered a hand warmer
packet, to which I graciously accepted. I tore it
open and played with in my hands for a while, then
the line was up and moving - it was go time! I
casually decided to just toss the hand warmer
down into my shirt and to no one’s surprise I
COMPLETELY forgot about it, ALL NIGHT. Ask me
sometime and I’ll show you the picture of the third
nipple I now have. What a way to remember this
best day (and night).

I will end this Summer Vignette by signing oﬀ with the first time ever reveal of my favorite Goofy
Glass Animals Drawing to date (another zine in the making…stay tuned):

<3

Drew

<3

Joe

<3

Dave

<3

Ed

P.S. While at work yesterday, a couple that was getting ready to pay their bill motioned for me
to come over. Unbeknownst to be, I had accidentally placed an order of pineapple juice on
their bill. COME ON NOW. If that’s not a sign of a true Happy Dreamland Day, I don’t know
what is, Govna. <3

